
If you do not wish to get these emails during the California Stay at Home Order, please notify me and I 
will take you off our list as soon as possible. Remember, things are changing hourly, and our emails to 
you could be out of date soon after they are sent. We will do our best to keep the information as fresh as 
possible. 
 
SDECCC:  Time to Stimulate your Favorite Restaurants  4.17.20 
 
When COVID-19 is finally defeated, most of us will celebrate by leaving our homes for the first time in 
weeks and visiting our favorite restaurants and bars where we will be greeted by our favorite host who 
will direct us to our favorite table where our favorite server (friend, really!) has already placed our 
favorite drinks on our table and ordered that flatbread appetizer we so like. 
 
But wait! Will they still be there when you’re ready to return to normal?  
 
When you pull into their parking lot with visions of steak and lobster dancing in your head, will they be 
open, or will they be a victim of COVID-19? 
 
Have you decided what you’re going to do with your $1,200 stimulus check?  
 
Stimulus - something that incites to action or exertion or quickens action, feeling, thought, etc.: The 
approval of others is a potent stimulus. 
 
Consider stimulating your favorite restaurants, bars, taco shops, ice cream parlors, BBQ joints by 
purchasing a gift card from them NOW to be used in the future.  They benefit from the immediate cash 
stimulus now and you, their hospitality in the future.  
 
Restaurants are happy to provide Gift Cards for your fundraisers. Now is the time to pay them back! 
 
Looking for a great birthday, anniversary or bridal gift?  Restaurant Gift Cards. 
 
Show a loved one you are ready to celebrate by giving them a Restaurant Gift Card. 
 
Support your local favorites by purchasing Restaurant Gift Cards NOW! 
 
 
 
 


